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The history of Easter Island and its supposed social-ecological collapse is often taken
as a grim warning for the modern world. However, while the loss of a once lush palm
forest is largely uncontested, causes and timing of the collapse remain controversial,
because many paleoecological and archaeological data are afflicted with considerable
uncertainties. According to a scenario named ecocide, the overharvesting of palm trees
triggered a dramatic population decline, whereas a contrasting view termed genocide
deems diseases and enslavement introduced by Europeans as the main reasons for the
collapse. We propose here a third possibility, a slow demise, in which aspects of both
ecocide and genocide concur to produce a long and slow decline of the society. We use a
dynamic model to illustrate the consequences of the three alternatives with respect to the
fate of the paleoecological system of the island. While none of the three model scenarios
can be safely ruled out given the uncertainties of the available data, the slow demise
appears to be the most plausible model scenario, in particular when considering the
temporal pattern of deforestation as inferred from radiocarbon dates of charcoal remains.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Easter Island, called Rapa Nui by its natives, has a contentious
and elusive history despite the considerable archaeological and
paleoecological research efforts undertaken over the last decades.
Hundreds of giant statues known as moai (Flenley and Bahn,
2003) rising from a treeless landscape cloak the island’s his-
tory in a shroud of mystery. Is Easter Island a paradigm for a
Malthusian collapse or rather for a sustainable use of resources?
Is it a parable for the human ruthlessness toward a fragile envi-
ronment or yet another example of an early society destroyed
by colonialism and slavery (Bahn and Flenley, 1992; Flenley and
Bahn, 2003; Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007; McAnany and Yoffee,
2010; Mieth and Bork, 2010)? The answers to these questions
have been attributed importance far beyond the specific case as
Easter Island has been considered a general model of human-
environment interactions on a global scale (Bahn and Flenley,
1992; Kirch, 1997; Rainbird, 2002).

While palynological analyses (Flenley and King, 1984; Flenley
et al., 1991; Mann et al., 2008) and radiocarbon dates of char-
coal remains (Mann et al., 2003; Mieth and Bork, 2004, 2005;
Rolett and Diamond, 2004; Hunt and Lipo, 2006; Mulrooney,
2013) confirm reports of the first eye witnesses (Hunt, 2007) that
the island was almost entirely deprived of its forest by the time
Europeans discovered it in 1722 AD, there is no reliable evidence
about the precise temporal dynamics of the human population
and the timing of a potential collapse.

Not surprisingly, therefore, the two most commonly con-
tended scenarios concerning the fate of the society, ecocide
(Flenley and Bahn, 2003; Diamond, 2005) and genocide (Peiser,

2005; Hunt, 2007; Hunt and Lipo, 2011), differ greatly in the
assumed population dynamics as well as in the causes for a
demographic collapse, advocating respectively overexploitation of
resources and the combined effects of introduced diseases and
slavery. A plausible reconstruction of the population dynamics
is, however, central to the notion of collapse, at least in an eco-
logical or demographic sense (Middleton, 2012), and hence key
for a comprehensive understanding of the island’s past. The con-
trasting mechanisms for collapse reflect the strongly diverging
assumptions regarding the ability of the islanders to sustainably
manage their ecological resources and to adapt to environmental
change.

According to the ecocide scenario, the human population
increased steadily over several centuries and peaked at 15000 or
even more (Diamond, 2005) before a rapid and drastic collapse
occurred around 1680 AD (Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961; Flenley
and Bahn, 2003; Diamond, 2005), i.e., at least three decades
before the Europeans first set foot on the island. The human pop-
ulation grew too large to be sustained by the primary resource,
the palm forest, and when the last tree was cut down a dra-
matic fall, supposedly accompanied by violence and intertribal
warfare, followed (Bahn and Flenley, 1992; Flenley and Bahn,
2003; Diamond, 2005). While it is obvious that the islanders were
not directly living from palm trees, the forest provided several
valuable and difficult to substitute ecological services, includ-
ing food from fruits and palm nuts, timber to construct houses
and sea-going canoes for fishing (Flenley and Bahn, 2003), fuel
(Orliac, 2000), nutrients for the meager soils after slash-and-burn
clearance (Mieth and Bork, 2010), and the prevention of soil
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erosion (Stevenson et al., 2006). Moreover, the declining forest
could have reduced also the rat population, which was probably
brought in intentionally as a food item by the Polynesian colonists
(Matisoo-Smith and Robins, 2004).

The decline of the palm forest might have complicated the
survival of the islanders and urged them to adapt to the chang-
ing environment. Estimates of the population size reported by
visitors in the decades following 1722 AD differ widely, rang-
ing roughly between 600 and 2000 (Flenley and Bahn, 2003).
Diamond (2005), however, proposes considerably higher num-
bers based on a population size of 2000 in 1864 AD, which was
estimated by two missionaries after at least three smallpox epi-
demics and the devastating Peruvian slave raids of 1862 and
1863 AD.

In contrast, the genocide view asserts that the human popu-
lation remained stable on a much lower level around 4000 for
most of the period preceding the arrival of the Europeans (Hunt,
2007; Hunt and Lipo, 2011). A sequence of population over-
shoot and collapse is rejected based on a lack of direct evidence
(Rainbird, 2002; Hunt, 2007; Hunt and Lipo, 2011). Deforestation
is then attributed to humans and to a rapidly growing popula-
tion of the Pacific rat (Steadman et al., 1994; Barnes et al., 2006),
which effectively reduced the fertility of the forest by feeding on
palm seeds (Hunt, 2007; Athens, 2009). The introduction of the
rats hence made the fragile island ecosystem more vulnerable
to anthropogenic change (Rolett and Diamond, 2004). However,
relicts of extensive agriculture (Ladefoged et al., 2013) indicate the
establishment of a sustainable livelihood while large parts of the
forest were disappearing. The ultimate, determining reason for
the eventual collapse of the human population is considered to be
the arrival of Europeans who introduced devastating diseases and
slavery (Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007).

We propose here a third possibility, a slow demise, which
comprises aspects of both ecocide and genocide and is in line
with very recent findings (Mulrooney, 2013) questioning a sud-
den, ecological and societal change prior to the island’s discovery
by Europeans. Under this scenario, the human population grew
rapidly only during the first two centuries until reaching unsus-
tainable numbers. Instead of a collapse, however, the human
population experienced a slow and continuous decline, which
lasted for the following three centuries. The arrival of Europeans
therefore worsened the situation of a society that had been under
the persistent stress of adaptation to the continuous depletion of
the valuable services provided by the forest.

Based on recent archaeological evidence (Ladefoged et al.,
2013), it is reasonable to consider that in all three scenarios
islanders were able to develop agricultural practices that allowed
them to meet a major part of their nutritional demand. The rel-
ative importance of the forest resource and of agriculture for
the survival of the human population, however, may vary greatly
depending on the different assumptions upon which the scenarios
are founded.

We developed a mathematical model that accounts for the
major elements of Easter Island’s past paleoecology in order to
explore the plausibility of the three scenarios also with respect to
existing gaps and uncertainties in the available observational data.
In line with the recent suggestions of Larsen and Simpson (2014),

our ultimate aim here is to help broadening the “range of inter-
pretive techniques” by using quantitative explorations of model
scenarios.

The model is developed from the work of Basener et al. (2008)
and consists of a set of coupled ordinary differential equations for
the populations of humans, rats, and palm trees. The novel com-
ponents of the model include agriculture as a means to sustain the
human population and a simple epidemics module to account for
the effect of introduced diseases. We created three scenarios that
reproduce the distinct narratives in terms of the proposed human
population dynamics as closely as possible. The three scenarios
only differ by their parameterizations, but the underlying model
formulation and structure are the same for all scenarios.

In contrast to most previous modeling studies on Easter
Island (Brander and Taylor, 1998; Anderies, 2000; Dalton and
Coats, 2000; Reuveny and Decker, 2000; Basener and Ross,
2004; D’Alessandro, 2007; Basener et al., 2008; Sprott, 2011;
Motesharrei et al., 2014), we evaluate the simulations by com-
paring the model results against two compilations of radiocarbon
dates (Hunt and Lipo, 2006; Mulrooney, 2013), because the
frequency distribution of these radiocarbon dates provide a tem-
porally resolved estimate of the forest clearance intensity, which
can be directly compared to the forest clearance rate predicted by
the model. Unlike other studies (Collard et al., 2010; Mulrooney,
2013; Shennan et al., 2013), therefore, we do not consider the
radiocarbon frequencies as an indication of the size of the human
population, but rather of the islanders’ clearance activities. Being
aware of the potential pitfalls in using radiocarbon dates as prox-
ies for human activities (Surovell and Brantingham, 2007; Armit
et al., 2013), we ascribe more importance to the similarity in the
general form of the frequency distribution and the modeled clear-
ance rate than to high frequency fluctuations, which may be due
to sampling biases, the calibration curve, or the binning of the
data.

Finally, the timing of the events simulated by our model is
based on a recently reconstructed colonization chronology of
Easter Island, which dates the arrival of the first Polynesians at
around 1200 AD (Hunt and Lipo, 2006; Wilmshurst et al., 2011),
although this seems to be still a point of debate given that some
authors favor an earlier date (Mulrooney, 2013). In a recent pale-
oecological study of Lake Raraku sediments, however, (Cañellas
Boltà et al., 2013; Rull et al., 2013) found that the main indicators
of human presence (i.e., charcoal, as indicator of fires, and the
weed Verbena litoralis, of American origin) were already present
at ca. 450 BC and that the palm decline since these dates was grad-
ual, rather than abrupt, and elapsed more than 1500 years, rather
than three centuries. Note that such a scenario of a much longer
chronology, which questions the orthodox opinion on timing but
also on the origin of the first settlers, is not considered in our
current study.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. MODEL
We use an ordinary differential equation model that describes
the temporal evolution of the populations of humans P, rats C,
and palm trees T to simulate the paleoecological dynamics on
Easter Island from the first settlement in 1200 AD to the mid 19th
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century (Basener et al., 2008). The system of equations is, thus,
given by

dP

dt
= rPP (1)

dC

dt
= rCC (2)

dT

dt
= rTT − hTP − mTT , (3)

where rP, rC , and rT respectively denote the growth rates of
humans, rats, and palm trees. Palm trees are subject to a constant
mortality mT and a variable loss that depends on the size of the
human population P and on the specific clearance rate hT .

The growth rates of all three populations are variants of the
logistic growth equation with μP, μC , and μT being the maxi-
mum growth rates of humans, rats, and palm trees, respectively:

rP = μP

(
1 − P

T
T + Ts

KT + M − T
M KA

)
(4)

rC = μC

(
1 − C

γ T

)
(5)

rT = μT

1 + κC

(
1 − T

M

)
. (6)

The human carrying capacity is determined by two variable
terms, the dimensionless clearance intensity T(T + Ts)−1 and the
fraction of cleared land on the island (M − T)M−1, where Ts

denotes the clearance half-saturation constant and M is the tree
carrying capacity. KA and KT are hence the maximum human
carrying capacities of agriculture and the forest, respectively.

The standard logistic equation only allows for positive growth
rates thus excluding, by design, the decrease or collapse of popula-
tions. In our model, the carrying capacities for humans (Equation
4) and rats (Equation 5) are variable and can cause a shrinking of
the corresponding populations when they decrease. By contrast,
the carrying capacity for trees is constant and in the absence of
humans (i.e., in the absence of deforestation), the island would be
always covered by trees regardless of the presence of rats. Athens
(2009), however, suggested that rats alone may have been respon-
sible for a decline of a palm forest on the inhabited island of
O’ahu (Hawaii). To account for this possibility, we added a small
constant mortality of palm trees, which indirectly allows for the
adverse impact of rats on palm trees.

Following the aim of building a parsimonious model for Easter
Island, we deliberately chose the simplest possible approach by
focusing on key resources. While accounting for additional fac-
tors like different agricultural techniques, yields of different crops,
caloric needs of the islanders, climatic variability, composition of
soils, or a social structure would have made our model appear
more “realistic,” such an approach would have increased the
uncertainties of the model results tremendously because of the
much larger number of unknown parameters. Overly complex
models are also prone to the problem of overfitting, i.e., they
tend to reproduce the noise in the observations instead of the real

patterns. Contrary to intuition, such an approach would impair
the model skills thus leading to poor insights (Hawkins, 2004).

γ in Equation (5) is a scaling parameter that defines the max-
imum number of rats a tree can sustain and κ in Equation (6)
quantifies the adverse effect that rats feeding on tree seeds have on
the growth rate of palm trees. Harvesting hT is a saturating func-
tion of T with TS being the number of palm trees at which people
reduce forest clearance to half the maximum clearance rate hmax.
TS hence defines how sensitive human behavior is to a declining
resource or, in other words, how aggressively people exploit their
primary resource

hT = hmax
T

T + TS
. (7)

Our model comprises an epidemic component in which the
human population P is subdivided into susceptible (S), infected
(I), and recovered (R) individuals (Kermack and McKendrick,
1932). This describes the effects of introduced European diseases
on the non-immune portion of the population after 1722 AD
(Hunt, 2007):

P = S + I + R . (8)

For positive growth rates (rP > 0) the SIR model becomes

dS

dt
= rPP − β

I

P
S (9)

dI

dt
= β

I

P
S − (ν + mI)I (10)

dR

dt
= νI , (11)

with the infection rate β, the recovery rate ν, and the mortality
rate mI , the latter reflecting the fraction of infected humans not
surviving a disease. Offspring lack immunity against European
diseases and, thus, enter the population as susceptible S. In con-
trast, a shrinking as a consequence of a decreasing carrying
capacity (cf. Equation 4) affects all people regardless of their
health state. The SIR model for rP < 0 is hence given by

dS

dt
= rPS − β

I

P
S (12)

dI

dt
= rPI + β

I

P
S − (ν + mI)I (13)

dR

dt
= rPR + νI. (14)

I, R, and β are set to zero for the time antecedent the arrival of
Europeans, while an initial infection of 10 individuals is assumed
in 1722 AD.

2.2. PARAMETERISATION AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The parameter values used in the model are afflicted with uncer-
tainties as most quantities and processes are not directly measur-
able for an archaeological system. Nevertheless, reference values
for comparable systems, which can be understood as sound
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estimates, are available for most key parameters. More specif-
ically, the carrying capacities for the human populations are
chosen according to the claimed peak populations in the three
scenarios and the different contributions of the forest resource
and agriculture to the total carrying capacities reflect the con-
trasting assumptions of the three scenarios. Published reference
values are available for the growth rate of ancient populations
(3%) (Birdsell, 1957), the density of the Polynesian rat on Hawaii
(45 individuals per acre corresponding to approximately 1.8 mil-
lion individuals for Easter Island) (Wirtz, 1972), the maximum
number of trees on Easter Island (16000000) (Mieth and Bork,
2010), the spatial growth rate of a forest in Puerto Rico (0.065
y−1) (Acevedo et al., 2012) and the case-fatality rate for smallpox
infections (20–60%) (Barquet and Domingo, 1997). The specific
values used for the three scenarios oscillate around the references
within reasonable ranges (cf. Table 1).

Initial conditions for humans, rats, and trees are 50, 10, and
8000000 individuals, respectively. The initial number of trees cor-
responds to a conservative 50% of the estimate published by
Mieth and Bork (2010). While the initial number of rats does not
affect their population dynamics, because of their high growth
rate, the initial number of human settlers is more problematic.
However, the value of 50 reflects the common opinion that the
first Polynesian settlers arrived in a small group of less than
100 individuals (Martinsson-Wallin and Crockford, 2001; Hunt,
2007; Croix and Dottori, 2008).

In order to assess the consequences of parameter uncertain-
ties on the robustness of the model results, the 10 parameters
characterizing the three scenarios (cf. Table 1) were subject to a
sensitivity analysis. A total of 10000 simulations were performed.
The parameter set of each simulation was determined by simul-
taneously varying all parameters around their standard value
following a Monte-Carlo approach. The perturbed values were
drawn from a normal distribution with the mean given by the
standard value of the respective scenario (cf. Table 1) and with
three different standard deviations expressed as a percentage with

respect to the mean (6.25, 12.5, and 25.0%). The upper and lower
limit of the shaded areas around the time-series (Figures 1A–I,
4A–C) indicate the limits of the 90 and 10% percentiles of all
perturbed simulations of the ensemble at any given time. Thus,
we exclude 10% of the most extreme values at both ends of
the distribution and show the intermediate 80% of all ensemble
members.

2.3. RADIOCARBON DATES
We used two sets of radiocarbon dates from multiple sites on
Easter Island compiled by Mann et al. (2003); Mieth and Bork
(2004); Hunt and Lipo (2006) and Mulrooney (2013) to estimate
a relative frequency of deforestation over time (Table A1). For
the first compilation, we use the 2σ confidence intervals reported
by the original authors, derive a histogram with a bin size of 25
years, and normalize it with the total number of frequency counts
(Figure 2F) so that all bins of the histogram sum up to 1. All data
used here are associated with wood charcoal mostly from extinct
Jubaea palm remains and/or truncated primeval soils, indicat-
ing human induced erosion (see Hunt and Lipo (2006) and their
Supplementary Online Material). If not mentioned otherwise,
reported results refer to these data.

As an alternative compilation, we used the summed proba-
bility distribution of calibrated Class 1 dates from the recent,
island-wide radiocarbon data by Mulrooney (2013). The great
majority of these dates were derived either from wood char-
coal or from carbonized nutshells (see Mulrooney, 2013). Model
results compared to these data are reported in the Supplementary
Material, Figures S1, S2.

3. RESULTS
3.1. ECOCIDE
Consistent with Flenley and Bahn (2003) and Diamond (2005),
who date the demographic collapse at 1680 AD, the simulation of
the ecocide produces a peak of the human population at 14600
between 1650 and 1700 AD followed by an abrupt collapse to

Table 1 | Parameter values.

Symbol Name Value Unit

Ecocide Genocide Slow demise

β Infection rate 0.3205 0.3205 0.3205 y−1

γ Rats per tree 0.25 0.25 0.25 –

hmax Max. forest clearance rate 3.1593 5.9170 6.8682 y−1

KT Max. human carrying capacity of forest 15, 500 3, 238 7, 912 N
KA Max. human carrying capacity of agriculture 1200 2410 1450 N
κ Rat impact parameter 4.62E − 08 4.94E − 06 1.06E − 06 N−1

M Tree carrying capacity 8.00E06 8.00E06 8.00E06 N
mI Mortality rate of infected 0.0076 0.2612 0.2612 y−1

mT Mortality rate of palm trees 0.01 0.01 0.01 y−1

μP Max. human growth rate 0.0228 0.0354 0.0449 y−1

μT Max. tree growth rate 0.0276 0.0708 0.0317 y−1

μC Max. rat growth rate 0.4357 0.4287 0.4481 y−1

ν Recovery rate 0.0104 0.0024 0.010 y−1

TS Harvest half-saturation constant 250000 800000 800000 N

Shading indicate parameters that vary between the three scenarios and that are considered in the sensitivity analysis.
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FIGURE 1 | Population dynamics of humans (A–C), rats (D–F), and

palm trees (G–I). Results are shown for the three different scenarios
ecocide (red), genocide (green), and slow demise (blue). Solid lines
present the standard run of the respective scenario (cf. Table 1 for
parameter values) and the shaded areas indicate the 10 (lower range) and
90% (upper range) percentile of an ensemble of 10000 simulations with
perturbed parameter sets. Dark, intermediate, and light shadings indicate
three ensembles with different standard deviations (σ = 6.25, 12.5, and

25%, respectively) of the normal distribution from which the perturbed
parameters of the ensemble were drawn. Small numbers indicate
references to archaeological evidence. (1) First European contact in
1722 AD (González and Roggeveen, 1908; Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961),
(2) Large numbers of bones of the commensal Pacific rat in early
deposits, declining with time (Hunt, 2007) (and references therein), (3)
Evidence for deforestation ceases after 1650 AD (Orliac, 2000; Hunt,
2007; Mann et al., 2008; Mieth and Bork, 2010).

less than 2000 individuals (Figure 1A). Correspondingly, the net
human population growth rate increases steadily, reaches a max-
imum of about 75N y−1 at around 1450 AD, and stays positive
until 1600 AD (Figure 2A). The collapse occurs suddenly and is

extremely pronounced. It is caused by the rapid decline of the
human carrying capacity of the forest (Figure 2C) and does not
encompass intertribal warfare and cannibalism, two mechanisms
invoked by the ecocide view (Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961; Bahn,
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FIGURE 2 | Diagnostics for three model scenarios ecocide (red),

genocide (green), and slow demise (blue). Small numbers indicate
references to archaeological evidence. (A) Annual growth rates of human
population, (1) First European contact in 1722 AD (González and
Roggeveen, 1908; Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961), (2) Evidence for
deforestation completed around 1650 AD (Orliac, 2000; Hunt, 2007; Mann
et al., 2008; Mieth and Bork, 2010). (B) Adverse effect of rats on the
growth rate of palm trees; here expressed as a percentage reduction of
the rat-free tree growth rate. (C) Carrying capacities for humans in

relation to the palm forest resource (sold lines) and agriculture (dashed
lines). The sum of both determines the potential maximum number of
humans. (cf. Equation 4) (D) Annual forest clearance by islanders, (2) see
(A). (E) Annual clearance per person, (3) Increasing importance of
agriculture to compensate for declining forest (Stevenson et al., 2006;
Ladefoged et al., 2013). (F) Comparison of the normalized annual
clearance (lines) with the relative frequency of dated charcoal remains
(bars) (4) Radiocarbon dates compiled by Hunt and Lipo (2006), see
Table A1 and Materials and Methods.

1993; Flenley and Bahn, 2003; Diamond, 2005), but for which
evidence is considered inconclusive (Hunt, 2007; Hunt and Lipo,
2011). Nevertheless, the marked negative growth rate is a hint at
the extreme conditions that the islanders could have experienced
under this scenario. Since the islanders depend much more on
the forest than on agriculture in the simulated ecocide, the demo-
graphic collapse occurs just when the forest has almost completely
disappeared and the annual clearance per person has reached very
low values (Figure 2E).

The peaks of forest clearance and of normalized clearance rate
(Figures 2D,F, respectively) both occur some decades before the
human population has reached its maximum, almost three cen-
turies later than indicated by the charcoal frequency data, and
approximately two centuries later than suggested by Diamond
(2005). Consequently, the very low values of the normalized
clearance rate (which remain below 0.2 until about 1400 AD),
coincide with the highest values in the charcoal frequency data,
hence revealing an inconsistency between the simulated clearance

pattern and the evidence from the radiocarbon data. Assuming
that the forest was a primary resource on the island, it appears
unlikely that the maxima in deforestation and human popula-
tion occurred more than three centuries apart. The comparison
of the normalized clearance rate with the compilation of radio-
carbon dates by Mulrooney (2013) confirms a clear mismatch in
the timing of the peaks (see Figure S2 in Supplementary Material).

The rat population rapidly reaches a peak of about 1.6 million
and, despite a slight but continuous decline following the decrease
in the number of palm trees, remains well above one million dur-
ing the first three centuries (Steadman et al., 1994; Barnes et al.,
2006; Hunt, 2007). Rats exert a negligible impact on the growth of
palm trees (Figure 2B and Mieth and Bork, 2010), but their role
in the collapse remains inconclusive given the uncertainties in the
growth rate parameters of palm trees and humans (Equations 6
and 7).

While the diseases introduced by Europeans spread rapidly
among the islanders, the low mortality causes only less than
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FIGURE 3 | Epidemics of introduced diseases on Easter Island after the

first European contact in 1722 AD. Shown are the time-series for
susceptible (S, yellow), infected (I, cyan), and recovered (R, purple) humans,
with the sum of S, I, and R representing the total population (P, black).

Cumulated deaths caused by epidemics since 1722 AD are indicated by D
(dashed line). (A–C) denote the results for the ecocide, genocide, and slow
demise scenarios, respectively. 1: First European contact in 1722 AD
(González and Roggeveen, 1908; Heyerdahl and Ferdon, 1961).

1000 cumulated deaths between 1722 and 1850 AD (Figure 3A).
Note that a higher mortality rate would result in a much smaller
human population at the arrival of the Europeans than what
Diamond (2005) actually suggested in his reconstruction of the
events.

3.2. GENOCIDE
Following Hunt (2007) and Hunt and Lipo (2011), the simula-
tion of the genocide reveals a stable human population of about
4000 individuals before the arrival of Europeans (Figure 1B and
see Figure 14 in Hunt, 2007). While humans have a considerable
impact on the forest by reducing the number of palm trees from
eight million to less than two million between 1200 and 1450 AD,
the clearance rate declines only gradually (Figure 2E). The model,
thus, suggests that the islanders have no urgent need for a com-
plete change of their livelihood strategy under this scenario. In
this model scenario, the 25% of forest that is still present when
Europeans arrive reflects an extensive, but incomplete defor-
estation (Hunt, 2007; Hunt and Lipo, 2011). As suggested in
Ladefoged et al. (2013), the exploitation of the forest and the agri-
cultural practice complement each other and contribute equally
to the total human carrying capacity of the island, which is here
much lower than in the ecocide scenario (cf. Figure 2C). Stable
model results between 1400 and 1722 AD (Figures 1B,E,H and
Figures 2A,D) indicate an equilibrium between resource extrac-
tion and regeneration, which is consistent with the view that the
islanders practiced an ecologically sustainable economy (Hunt,
2007; Hunt and Lipo, 2011).

As a result, also deforestation and the normalized clearance
rate are stable over a period of almost 350 years and only decline
by less than 10% between 1400 and 1722 AD (Figures 2D,F,
respectively). While the steep increase in the normalized clearance
rate during the first 150 years after initial settlement is in good
accordance with the paleoecological evidence, the marked decline

in the charcoal frequency distribution is not captured. Instead,
deforestation in this scenario ceases after 1722 AD consequently
to the human population collapse. The normalized clearance
rate is also at odds with the alternative compilation of radiocar-
bon dates by Mulrooney (2013), see Figure S2 in Supplementary
Material, mainly because of the pronounced decline in the
summed probability distribution between 1400 and 1500 AD that
is not captured by those model results.

Once the rat population has reached a peak, the growth rate
of palm trees remains at least 60% lower than the maximum
growth rate (Figure 2B), which is, however, at least two-fold
higher than in the two other scenarios (Table 1). According to
the genocide view, rats have played an important role in deforest-
ing the island. However, this is a subject of controversy (Flenley
and Bahn, 2003; Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007; Mieth and Bork,
2010) and so their impact is here offset with a higher tree growth
rate. It is nevertheless undisputed that the island has been home
to a relatively large rat population, which has declined with time
(Steadman et al., 1994; Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007), but simi-
lar to the human population lack of reliable evidence prevents a
quantitative estimate of the population size.

Under the genocide scenario, the human growth dynamics can
be divided into three distinct phases: (i) an early phase of rapid
growth during the first 150 years, (ii) a stable, sustainable phase
lasting for the following 300 years, and (iii) a collapse triggered
by the introduction of European diseases (Flenley and Bahn,
2003; Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007). In contrast to the ecocide,
here diseases cause a substantial reduction of the human popu-
lation (Figure 3B), because the mortality of infected individuals
is assumed much higher under this scenario (mI = 0.2612 y−1).
This additional mortality produces a rapid demographic col-
lapse with more than 6000 deaths between 1722 and 1850 AD
reducing the population size to less than 800 individuals. As
mentioned above, slave raids are not represented in the model,
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although the high mI may compensate for this omission and other
not explicitly considered loss processes related to the arrival of
Europeans.

3.3. SLOW DEMISE
In the slow demise scenario, the human population reaches an
early maximum of 6670 (Figures 1C, 2A). The peak occurs in the
14th century and is followed by a gradual decline of the human
population that lasts for more than three centuries. During the
first centuries after settlement the islanders mainly depend on the
forest resource, but agriculture on cleared land becomes more
important after 1550 AD (Figure 2C). Forest clearance peaks
in the 14th century and deforestation is almost completed by
1550 AD (Figure 1I, Flenley, 1996; Hunt, 2007; Mann et al., 2008;
Mieth and Bork, 2010). As a consequence, the clearance per indi-
vidual falls dramatically in the period from 1200 to 1600 AD. In
the model, the shrinking forest frees more and more land that can
be used for agriculture. This process triggers a distinct change in
the islanders’ livelihood and is consistent with the evidence for a
labor-intensive agriculture that developed after a period of slash-
and-burn forest clearance and may have covered up to 12.5% of
the island’s surface (Stevenson et al., 2006; Hunt, 2007; Ladefoged
et al., 2010, 2013).

In this scenario, the normalized clearance rate (Figure 2F) and
the annual clearance (Figure 2D) are more consistent with the
distribution of charcoal remains than in the ecocide and the geno-
cide scenarios (Figure 2F). After a steep increase in deforestation
between 1200 and 1350 AD, the intensity of the slash-and-burn
activities on Easter Island, indicated by the frequency distribution
of charcoal remains, declines with time. By the time Europeans
arrive on the island, deforestation has slowed down consider-
ably to only 10% of the maximum rate realized in the 14th
century. A similar dynamics is revealed also by comparing the

model results with the radiocarbon dates compiled by Mulrooney
(2013), see Figure S2 in Supplementary Material. For this com-
parison four parameters have been changed slightly, nevertheless
the general pattern of a long and slow population decline is clearly
preserved (Figure S1). Note, however, that the summed probabil-
ity distribution of the radiocarbon dates is almost constant after
1500 AD, while the model results suggest a slow decline also for
the normalized clearance rate.

The slow and continuous decline of the human population
almost halts at around 3000 individuals by 1722 AD. The dis-
eases introduced at this point by the Europeans trigger a further
decline to 1500 individuals. The additional mortality from dis-
eases causes a total of about 3900 deaths by the mid of the 19th
century (Figure 3C). Also in this case, the dynamics of the human
population reveal three clearly distinct phases: (i) a short phase
of rapid growth, (ii) a long phase of slow decline from 1380 to
1722 AD, and (iii) an attenuated collapse caused by the arrival
of Europeans (Figure 2A). Rats closely follow the dynamics of
palm trees and go almost extinct by 1550 AD. Likewise their neg-
ative effect on tree growth shrinks from more than 60% at their
population maximum to a mere 10% after 1500 AD (Figure 2B).

3.4. ROBUSTNESS OF MODEL RESULTS
We tested the robustness of the three simulated scenarios through
random variations of 10 model parameters (see Materials and
Methods). The results reveal that major aspects of the narratives
related to the population dynamics of humans, rats, and palm
trees are preserved in all three scenarios under minor perturba-
tions of the parameter values (Figures 1A–I). As to be expected,
however, the scenarios overlap considerably for large parameter
uncertainties, i.e., σ = 25%. Despite this, the frequency distribu-
tion of radiocarbon dates from charcoal remains (Figures 4A–C)
as well as the summed probability distribution of radiocarbon

FIGURE 4 | Forest clearance. Results are shown for the three different
scenarios ecocide (red), genocide (green), and slow demise (blue). Solid lines
present the standard run of the respective scenario (cf. Table 1 for parameter
values) and the shaded areas indicate the 10 (lower range) and 90% (upper
range) percentile of an ensemble of 10000 simulations with perturbed
parameter sets. Dark, intermediate, and light shadings indicate three

ensembles with different standard deviations (σ = 6.25, 12.5, and 25%,
respectively) of the normal distribution from which the perturbed parameters
of the ensemble were drawn. The bars show the relative frequency of dated
charcoal remains used here as a semi-quantitative proxy for the intensity of
slash-and-burn activities, 1: Radiocarbon dates compiled by Hunt and Lipo
(2006), see Table A1 and Materials and Methods.
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dates (Figures S2A–C) are best explained by the slow demise
scenario.

Absolute population levels respond very sensitively to even
relatively small parameter variations. A collapse of the human
population, which is supposed to occur toward the end of all
three scenarios, may be delayed by several decades (Figure 1A)
or prevented altogether (Figure 1B) even for σ = 6.25%. As
stated above, large perturbations, i.e., σ = 25%, produce a con-
vergence of the three scenarios, because after all they only differ
by their parameter values. Note that, given the properties of the
normal distribution, the large variations generated by a standard
deviation σ = 25% correspond to a case in which there is a
95% probability that the perturbed parameter values lie within
a ±50% range around their standard values.

In other words, while it is difficult to quantify the exact num-
ber of people or the exact timing of a potential collapse because
of the sensitivity of these features to even moderate parameter
changes, the relative differences, in particular the differences in
the qualitative dynamics, among the three scenarios are rather
robust with respect to uncertainties in the underlying model
assumptions. Likewise, while the normalized annual clearance is
considerably sensitive to parameter variations, the general pattern
of a steep increase in clearance activity followed by a long and
continuous decline, which is consistent with the distribution of
the charcoal frequency (Figure 2F), is best reflected by the slow
demise scenario.

4. DISCUSSION
All three simulated scenarios are broadly consistent with the
major, undisputed paleoecological evidence: (i) the human pop-
ulation was decimated by the diseases introduced by Europeans
after 1722 AD (Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007) and around 1850 AD
the size of the population was between 1500 and 3000 individ-
uals (Flenley and Bahn, 2003); (i) the rat population was large
and peaked right after the arrival of the Polynesian settlers when
palm seeds were very abundant and rats had a negative, although
non-quantifiable, effect on tree growth (Steadman et al., 1994;
Diamond, 2005; Hunt, 2007; Meyer and Butaud, 2008; Mieth
and Bork, 2010), (iii) people substantially reduced the number
of palm trees on the island and intensified agriculture over time
(Flenley et al., 1991; Stevenson et al., 2006; Mann et al., 2008;
Mieth and Bork, 2010; Ladefoged et al., 2013). Despite being all
compatible with the above points, the three simulated scenarios
reveal clear differences from one another in terms of human, rat,
and palm tree population dynamics and, consequently, also in
deforestation patterns.

Generated by the same model, but with different parameter-
izations (cf. Table 1), the variability between the three scenarios
mirrors the controversy in the scientific debate around Easter
Island and indicates how uncertainties in the assumptions can
lead to conflicting views on the dynamics of a well-researched
paleoecological system (Diamond, 2005; McAnany and Yoffee,
2010; Hunt and Lipo, 2011). Our findings therefore confirm
D’Alessandro (2007), who found multiple steady states in a model
of two-resources with critical depensation and emphasized the
sensitivity of sustainable resource use in such social-ecological
systems to small differences in their characteristics.

The qualitative character of most archaeological data
(Middleton, 2012) and in particular the inaccuracies involved
with palynological and radiocarbon analyses (Wilmshurst
et al., 2011) leave considerable interpretational freedom in
the development of a historical narrative. Moreover, a written
record of Easter Island that could help to reveal more details
particularly on changes in the society is non-existent (Flenley and
Bahn, 2003). Ecological models are often used with the intent
of predicting the correct temporal dynamics of populations
given a set of parameters and initial conditions. In this study,
however, we have shown that a mathematical model can be
used differently. Specifically, we used our model to explore the
ecological implications of the three distinct historical narratives
and to highlight the large uncertainties involved in each of them.
Nevertheless, it is a useful tool for synthesizing the current state
of knowledge in broad terms and for providing circumstantial
evidence to foster the ongoing lively debate (e.g., Diamond, 2005
vs. Peiser, 2005; Hunt, 2007 ) about the social-ecological history
of Easter Island.

The picture emerging from the extensive archaeological
research of the past decades is very complex and has led to the
development of very detailed and much debated narratives of
ecocide and genocide. Being an abstraction of reality, however,
our model does not (and cannot) account for all possible details
of nature. We deliberately devised a parsimonious model that is
nonetheless able to successfully capture the general features of the
three narratives, while at the same time avoiding an overfitting
of the considerable noise inherent to sparse paleoecological data
(Hawkins, 2004).

Given the uncertainties in model parameters, it is evident that
none of the three scenarios can be safely ruled out. However,
when constrained with high-frequency data on charcoal remains
compiled by Hunt and Lipo (2006) or with the summed prob-
ability distribution of radiocarbon dates reported by Mulrooney
(2013), neither the ecocide nor the genocide appear very plau-
sible. According to our model, the slow demise scenario agrees
better with timing and relative strength of the inferred human
activities. Nevertheless, it might be still possible to produce a sce-
nario that agrees with the radiocarbon data and yet exhibits a
different dynamics than in Slow Demise.

Although afflicted with uncertainties and prone to misinter-
pretation and bias (Surovell and Brantingham, 2007; Armit et al.,
2013), frequency distributions of radiocarbon dates have been
frequently used to derive quantitative estimates and temporal
dynamics of populations (Collard et al., 2010; Mulrooney, 2013;
Shennan et al., 2013), primarily because they often present the
only data that consistently quantify human activity over long peri-
ods of time. Here we do not compare the relative frequency of the
radiocarbon dates directly to the simulated human population,
but to the clearance function, which assumes that islanders reduce
forest clearance when scarcity becomes obvious, i.e., when palm
trees become rare. The resource level at which the islanders halve
their clearance is represented by the clearance half-saturation
constant (Equation 7), which can be interpreted as a societal
behavioral trait. Thus, the islanders behave ruthlessly toward their
forest resource in the ecocide scenario and less so in the other two
scenarios (cf. 250000 vs. 800000 palm trees, Table 1).
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Estimated population densities in Polynesians Islands prior to
the first contact with Europeans are relatively high with typical
values between 60 and 100 individuals per km2 (Hurles et al.,
2003), albeit with a high variance. New Zealand marks the low
with less than one individual per km2, while highest densities
exceed 200 individuals per km2 for the Marquesas (Foale et al.,
2011). Depending on the assumed population sizes, the densi-
ties on Easter Island are typical for a Polynesian island and range
between 25 and 100 individuals per km2. For obvious reasons,
reliable population growth rates for the initial phase of coloniza-
tion in Polynesia do not exist. One of the few relevant estimates of
annual growth of hunter and gatherer populations was published
by Birdsell (1957), who reports a rate of 3% or higher for small
populations colonizing uninhabited islands. Our growth rates for
the three scenarios range between 0.023 and 0.045 y−1 and are
thus consistent with this estimate.

Our results are also consistent with the alternative dataset we
tested here (see Supplementary Material, Figures S1, S2), the
island-wide compilation of Class 1 radiocarbon dated recently
published by Mulrooney (2013), who concluded that there is no
convincing evidence for a punctuated collapse.

The slow demise includes elements of ecocide and geno-
cide and is therefore a compromise between the two extreme
views, which assume either ruthless deforestation until the last
tree is cut down (Flenley and Bahn, 2003; Diamond, 2005) or
a stable human population size despite the loss of large parts
of the primary ecological resource on the island (Hunt, 2007).
In summary, we endorse the idea of a resilient society that
tries to adapt in the attempt to avert the looming ecological
catastrophe (Butzer and Endfield, 2012; Butzer, 2012). Thus,
the collapse of the human population on Easter Island might
have not been so abrupt, but a rather long and slow fall. Our
work contributes new objective and quantitative reasoning to the
debate about the fate of Easter Island and lends weight to the
emerging view that the replacement of a palm-dominated vege-
tation by grasslands was a long and gradual process (Mulrooney,
2013).
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APPENDIX

Table A1 | Radiocarbon dates associated with wood charcoal, Jubaea

palms, and/or truncated primeval soils.

Location Sample code 2σ age AD Probability

RanoKao Mann-22 CAL AD 1427–1477 1.0

RanoKao Mann-23 CAL AD 1507–1585 0.572361

RanoKao Mann-23 CAL AD 1618–1666 0.422502

RanoKao Mann-24 CAL AD 1653–1694 0.297052

RanoKao Mann-24 CAL AD 1726–1806 0.702948

Poike KIA-17107 CAL AD 1282–1305 0.632025

Poike KIA-17107 CAL AD 1362–1377 0.367975

Poike KIA-18837 CAL AD 1323–1346 0.665064

Poike KIA-18837 CAL AD 1388–1400 0.334936

Poike KIA-18838 CAL AD 1397–1417 1.0

Poike KIA-20383 CAL AD 1514–1543 0.442517

Poike KIA-20383 CAL AD 1624–1647 0.557483

Poike KIA-18836 CAL AD 1421–1444 1.0

Poike KIA-19369 CAL AD 1428–1444 1.0

Poike KIA-1719 CAL AD 1421–1444 1.0

Poike KIA-17459 CAL AD 1313–1358 0.768622

Poike KIA-17459 CAL AD 1380–1394 0.231378

Poike KIA-18834 CAL AD 1513–1545 0.498884

Poike KIA-18834 CAL AD 1623–1647 0.501116

Poike KIA-17110 CAL AD 1318–1353 0.803016

Poike KIA-17110 CAL AD 1384–1393 0.196984

Poike KIA-18832 CAL AD 1403–1424 1.0

Poike KIA-20381 CAL AD 1647–1672 0.480935

Poike KIA-20381 CAL AD 1745–1755 0.151954

Poike KIA-20381 CAL AD 1763–1770 0.078187

Poike KIA-20381 CAL AD 1780–1796 0.288924

Poike KIA-18833 CAL AD 1437–1457 1.0

Poike KIA-18839 CAL AD 1406–1429 1.0

Poike KIA-18840 CAL AD 1323–1346 0.590673

Poike KIA-18840 CAL AD 1388–1402 0.409327

Poike KIA-18841 CAL AD 1627–1661 1.0

Poike KIA-18842 CAL AD 1509–1580 0.492166

Poike KIA-18842 CAL AD 1620–1668 0.460927

Poike KIA-18842 CAL AD 1786–1793 0.046907

Poike Mann-1 CAL AD 1306–1361 0.776028

Poike Mann-1 CAL AD 1378–1393 0.223972

Poike Mann-2 CAL AD 1421–1461 1.0

Poike Mann-3 CAL AD 1323–1346 0.358482

Poike Mann-3 CAL AD 1388–1419 0.641518

Poike Mann-4 CAL AD 1437–1496 1.0

Poike Mann-5 CAL AD 1392–1442 1.0

(Continued)

Table A1 | Continued

Location Sample code 2σ age AD Probability

Poike Mann-6 CAL AD 1454–1509 0.612452

Poike Mann-6 CAL AD 1580–1620 0.387548

Poike Mann-7 CAL AD 1318–1352 0.538595

Poike Mann-7 CAL AD 1384–1413 0.461405

Poike Mann-8 CAL AD 1509–1580 0.738526

Poike Mann-8 CAL AD 1620–1644 0.261474

Poike Mann-9 CAL AD 1328–1337 0.120066

Poike Mann-9 CAL AD 1391–1429 0.879934

Poike Mann-10 CAL AD 1305–1362 0.793342

Poike Mann-10 CAL AD 1377–1391 0.206658

M.Pui Mann-11 CAL AD 1420–1488 1.0

Omutu Mann-12 CAL AD 1284–1316 0.551451

Omutu Mann-12 CAL AD 1355–1382 0.448549

VaiMata Mann-13 CAL AD 1505–1588 0.828278

VaiMata Mann-13 CAL AD 1616–1634 0.171722

Maitaki Mann-14 CAL AD 1279–1318 0.563731

Maitaki Mann-14 CAL AD 1352–1384 0.436269

Interior Mann-15 CAL AD 1290–1318 0.470618

Interior Mann-15 CAL AD 1352–1384 0.529382

Interior Mann-16 CAL AD 1276–1312 0.666489

Interior Mann-16 CAL AD 1359–1380 0.333511

PunaPau? Mann-17 CAL AD 1323–1346 0.321305

PunaPau? Mann-17 CAL AD 1388–1424 0.678695

RanoKao Mann-18 CAL AD 1233–1245 0.111687

RanoKao Mann-18 CAL AD 1264–1303 0.760249

RanoKao Mann-19 CAL AD 1364–1376 0.128064

RanoKao Mann-19 CAL AD 1507–1585 0.739297

RanoKao Mann-20 CAL AD 1420–1452 1.0

Vinapu? Mann-21 CAL AD 1412–1464 0.954576

Vinapu? Mann-21 CAL AD 1471–1476 0.045424

Anakena Hunt-196711 CAL AD 1294–1403 1.0

Anakena Hunt-196712 CAL AD 1274–1414 1.0

Anakena Hunt-196713 CAL AD 1291–1400 1.0

Anakena Hunt-196714 CAL AD 1300–1368 0.369341

Anakena Hunt-196714 CAL AD 1373–1450 0.630659

Anakena Hunt-196715 CAL AD 1279–1391 1.0

Anakena Hunt-196716 CAL AD 1229–1251 0.046194

Anakena Hunt-196716 CAL AD 1260–1400 0.953806

Anakena Hunt-209903 CAL AD 1029–1300 0.996544

Anakena Hunt-209903 CAL AD 1368–1372 0.003456

Anakena Hunt-209904 CAL AD 1055–1058 0.003916

Anakena Hunt-209904 CAL AD 1151–1278 0.996084

Data were compiled by Hunt and Lipo (2006). Original sources (and sample cod-

ings) are Hunt and Lipo (2006) (Hunt-xxxxxx), Mieth and Bork (2004) (KIA-xxxxx),

and Mann et al. (2003) (Mann-xx).
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